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Part 1 (5 minutes) 

Listening 

Listen to a girl asking questions about an island.  

Look at the answers. If the answer is right, put T(True). If the answer is wrong, put 

F(False). You will hear the recording/ dialogue twice/ two times.  

Example  

Where is the island?                                                                    In Australia   __T__  

1.How do most people travel to the island?                                      by plain   _____ 

2.What colour is the rock on the island?                                               black    _____ 

3.Which is the best time of year to visit the island?               in the summer    _____ 

4.How hot is it in summer on the island?                           about 30 degrees    _____ 

5.What is special about the island?                                the water in the lake   _____ 

6.Why do people often sleep outside?                               to watch the stars    _____ 

 

Transfer your answers to the answer sheet! 

Part 2 (15 minutes) 

Reading 

Task 1  

Read the article about a film called Dinosaur Island and then answer the questions.  

For questions 7 – 13, mark A, B, or C.  

FILM REVIEW : DINOSOUR ISLAND 

George  

I went with my younger brother to see this film. I had a great time, but he didn’t. 

He had to close his eyes in some parts because the dinosaurs looked so real and he 

didn’t laugh once. I thought the story was really exciting and the clothes 

were amazing. I’d like to buy the DVD and watch it at home too. The beginning 

and the ending were excellent! 

Cathy 

I saw the advertisement for the film on TV and it looked great but it wasn’t as good 

as I hoped. I loved the beginning but the second half was boring. I think, I 

wouldn’t go and see it again. I like films about teenagers and their lives much 

more. I think those are funnier. I’ve bought a brilliant book about film-making. I’d 

love to be a famous actress one day and wear lots of wonderful clothes. 

Andrew 

I didn’t want this film to end because I liked it so much! I read this story before I 

saw the film. I usually enjoy the books more, but this time it was the opposite! I 

enjoyed feeling afraid but I laughed a lot in parts of the film too. I read all about 

how they made the dinosaurs on the internet after I went to see it. I think most 

young people will love seeing this film! 

 

Example      0       Who would like to see the film again?  

A George  

B Cathy  

C Andrew  
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7. Who enjoyed the second part of the film less than the first?  

A George  

B Cathy  

C Andrew  

8. Who thinks the film is even better than the book?  

A George  

B Cathy  

C Andrew  

9. Who liked the costumes that the actors wore?  

A George  

B Cathy  

C Andrew  

10. Who found out about how the film was made?  

A George 

B Cathy  

C Andrew  

11. Who went with someone who was afraid in some parts of the film?  

A George  

B Cathy  

C Andrew  

12. Who thought parts of the film were very funny?  

A George  

B Cathy  

C Andrew  

13. Who prefers films that are about young people?  

A George  

B Cathy  

C Andrew  

 

Transfer your answers to the answer sheet! 

Task 3  

For questions 14 – 20 read the text My trip to Canada by Tessa Watts and decide  

whether the information in the sentences is right (A) or wrong (B). Write the 

correct letter (A or B) in your answer sheet.  

My trip to Canada by Tessa Watts 

I had a great time on my adventure trip to Canada. I went with two teachers 

and all my classmates. I missed my family at first but by the end of the holiday, I 

didn’t want to go home!  

On my favourite day, we went on a really long walk in the mountains. We 

had to carry all our things in bags on our backs which was hard work but we never 

got bored because we all chatted the whole time. We had a rock climbing lesson 

just  before our picnic lunch and later that afternoon we arrived at a lake where we  
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camped for the night. Three of my classmates tried to fish, without success! I   

helped build the fire. The teachers and two of the older students made supper, then  

we sat in our blankets around the fire and sang songs and made wishes in the dark.  

We decided not to sleep inside the tents, but outdoors because we wanted to 

look at the stars. Some of the boys made “bear” noises trying to make us afraid, but 

we were still laughing at midnight because we were having so much fun. I’ll never 

forget that day.  

Example:   0  Tessa travelled to Canada on her trip  

A  Right                           B Wrong  

14. Tessa felt happy on the first day because she was with her family.  

A  Right                           B Wrong  

15. Tessa talked a lot with other people on the walk.  

A  Right                           B Wrong  

16. After the picnic lunch, the group had a lesson in rock climbing.  

A  Right                           B Wrong  

17. The students caught three fish in the lake.  

A  Right                           B Wrong  

18. The older students helped the teachers make supper.  

A  Right                           B Wrong  

19. The students didn’t sing songs because they left the guitar at home.  

A  Right                           B Wrong  

20. The group slept outside so they could look up at the sky.  

A  Right                           B Wrong  

 

Transfer your answers to the answer sheet! 

 

Part 3 (20 minutes) 

USE OF ENGLISH 

TASK 1  

For questions 21 – 30 read the text below and decide which word (A or B) fits  

the space best. There is an example (0) done for you.  

To the top of the world 
The coldest walk in the (0)__A__is probably the one Alan Chambers and 

Charlie Paton did a few years (21)_____when they walked to the North Pole. To 

prepare for the trip they (22) _____a day in a freezer at a temperature of – 30 ° C. 

But they were more comfortable there than at the North Pole (23)_____they 

weren’t tired or hungry.  

They began their 1,126 km walk (24) _____ 8 March 2000 and (25)_____at 

the North Pole 70 days later. A plane took them straight home from there.  

Charlie had his 30th (26) ____ during the trip and he was surprised when 

Alan gave him (27)_____small cake with a candle on it. Alan said the 

(28)_____moment for him was Charlie’s face when he (29)_____that cake.  

The strange thing is that more men (30)_____walked on the moon than on 

the North Pole.  
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0       A world                     B planet  

21     A ago                         B since  

22     A passed                    B spent  

23     A because                  B but  

24     A at                            B on  

25     A reached                  B arrived  

26     A celebration             B birthday  

27     A the                          B a  

28     A best                        B better  

29     A saw                        B watched  

30     A did                         B have  

 

Transfer your answers to the answer sheet! 

TASK 2 

Match the statements 31 – 40 with time A – J.  

31. It’s half past three. 

32. It’s ten to six. 

33. It’s a quarter past two. 

34. It’s a quarter to twelve. 

35. It’s twenty to one. 

36. It’s half past eight. 

37. It’s five past eleven. 

38. It’s twenty-five to four. 

39. It’s nine o’clock. 

40. It’s ten past ten. 

A. 10:10 

B. 11:45 

C. 11:05 

D. 5:50 

E. 12:40 

F. 9:00 

G. 8:30 

H. 3:35 

I. 2:15 

J. 3:30 

 

Transfer your answers to the answer sheet! 

 

Part 4 (20 minutes) 

WRITING 

Imagine that you are going to visit a shopping center soon. Write an invitation to 

your friend and ask her/him to join you.  

 

Remember to include:  

- greeting 

- time and place of meeting 

- the name of the place you are going to visit  

- why you want to go there  

 

Follow the rules of letter writing.  

You should write about 70-80 words.  

 


